Band Aid Art
(Art-Fine Motor)

Get a couple boxes of generic band aids in assortment of sizes. Get out some markers or crayons, paper, the band aids, and have children create their artwork by drawing in a picture of either themselves, animals, or monsters with owies and band aids on.

Hospital
(Dramatic Play)

Turn your dramatic play area into a hospital. Provide your children with a variety of doctor props, such as bandages, band aids, stethoscopes, play surgical tools, and any other health related equipment you can gather. Using the props, encourage them to create their own safety scenario’s for what happened to the patients, based on their knowledge of safety issues. For instance, this boy bumped his head and wasn’t wearing a helmet. This girl played too close to a river and got pulled downstream. Use the activity as a chance for them to discuss what they know about safety, and incorporate that into their play.

Dial 911
(Dramatic Play-Math)

Set out some play phones in your dramatic play area. Next to each phone, attach a card with the number 9-1-1 on them. Have the children practice dialing the numbers, while making note of where they are on the phone while making up pretend emergency scenario’s.